Find Resources / Connect Staff to Their Needs
Search people, spaces, equipment, and more in one system with advanced filters. Browse by list or floorplan and drill into key details. Build a central inventory of all assets.

Book Meeting Spaces / Make Collaboration Easy
Connect staff to their meeting and work spaces with bookings by phone, tablet, kiosk, or QR code. Avoid scheduling conflicts, view photos and details to see if spaces meet your needs. Enable staff to track all reservations on a personal homepage.

Book Work Spaces / Free-Up Seats for Evolving Projects
Free underused seats by letting part-time staff book work spaces based on daily and weekly needs. Enable staff to browse different seat types based on which projects they are working on.

Request Services & Moves / Put People First
Empower staff to make and track service requests, from maintenance to personal moves. Include photos, descriptions, and location details to improve outcomes and ultimately, enhance the safety and well-being of everyone in the workplace.

For more information, visit www.archibus.com
Integrate with ARCHIBUS Enterprise Solutions

All data and activity in the ARCHIBUS Workplace is managed by integrated ARCHIBUS Enterprise Solutions that enable managers to align the Workplace with broader organizational goals.

All ARCHIBUS applications share a single database, so you can centralize information, and easily scale to add solutions as you grow.

ARCHIBUS Enterprise Solutions

ARCHIBUS Space Planning & Management
Optimize Space Use, Reduce Footprint

ARCHIBUS Building Operations
Reduce Time, Costs, and Labor of Operations

ARCHIBUS Capital Project Management
Complete Projects on Time and on Budget

ARCHIBUS Asset Management
Centralize Asset Inventory, Extend Lifecycles

ARCHIBUS Real Estate Portfolio Management
Enhance Lease/Buy Decisions to Maximize ROI

ARCHIBUS Workplace Services
Integrate with Other Workplace Solutions

ARCHIBUS Environmental & Risk Management
Enhance Sustainability, Ensure Compliance

How Enterprise Solutions Leverage the Workplace to Drive Success

Building Operations
Centralize and prioritize all work requests generated in the Workplace.

- Plan a preventive maintenance schedule that reduces costly breaks
- Automate requests with a mobile app for craftspersons
- Evaluate metrics on requests by costs, team, request type, and location.

Space Planning
Plan, allocate, and move occupants throughout the workplace.

- Coordinate individual moves and group
- Optimize space use across multiple sites
- Increase real estate capacity with innovative team space

Asset Management
Centralize workplace assets in a full lifecycle management system.

- Track all equipment, parts, furniture, and systems
- Integrate with 2D and 3D information modeling
- Extend asset lifecycles with 360 asset data, and consoles for every phase of the asset lifecycle.

- Centralize Data: Integrate, reconcile, and validate data into a single repository, including HR and financial data from ERP systems, and IoT sensors.
- Rely on Industry Expertise: Lean on the world’s largest network of IWMS experts from consultation through to support.
- Ensure Success: ARCHIBUS has a proven track record built on delivering results for global leaders in business, healthcare, education, and government.

For more information, visit www.archibus.com